
Cassia Dawn, Singer/Songwriter - FULL BIO
Cassia Dawn, a native of the Pacific Northwest, is currently residing in Nashville, 
TN. As an indie singer/ songwriter, she performs a blend of indie folk, light rock 
and blue-eyed soul. Cassia is known for her strong vocal talent and sweet, folksy 
lyrics and rhythm …plus… she frequently performs as lead vocalist with guitarist 
John Fortune in the jazzy blues music duo, “The Uncharted Project”.

Performance-wise, Cassia Dawn has played at various venues in Hollywood CA, 
Austin TX and Portland OR at private engagements, weddings, coffee shops and 
festivals … from opening ceremonies performing the National Anthem to singing 
on the main stage for International Youth Groups. She has opened for Independent 
artists Paul Wright & Bradford Loomis.

Cassia’s voice has been heard on the “Free Indeed” podcast and in 
advertisements for the Central Oregon Film Festival; she has also done voice-over 
work as well as had featured music in corporate film projects for Central Oregon 
Showcase.
Internationally, she has performed overseas with children and adults on mission 
programs in South America, Europe and Ukraine as well as working with at-risk 
youth in the US. 

Since attending Musicians Institute in Hollywood CA, Cassia has released 6 singles 
and an EP as a soloist; and 2 EPs with her duo, The Uncharted Project. In 2024, 
Cassia will be releasing two EPs, 12 Singles and performing to a variety of 
audiences on both the east & west coasts.

More at the website:
https://www.cassiadawn.com
https://www.youtube.com/@cassiadawnsingersongwriter 

SHORTER BIO-
Cassia Dawn, a native of the Pacific Northwest, is currently residing in Nashville, 
TN. As an indie singer/ songwriter, she performs a blend of indie folk, light rock 
and blue-eyed soul. She is known for her strong vocal talent and sweet, folksy 
lyrics and rhythm …plus… she performs as lead vocalist with guitarist John 
Fortune in the jazzy blues music duo, “The Uncharted Project.” 

Cassia’s voice has been heard on the “Free Indeed” podcast and on 
advertisements for Central Oregon Film Festival; her voice and music have also 

https://www.cassiadawn.com/
https://www.youtube.com/@cassiadawnsingersongwriter


been featured in corporate film projects for Central Oregon Showcase. 
Performance-wise, she has played at various venues in Hollywood CA, Austin TX, 
and Portland OR at private engagements, weddings, coffee shops and festivals … 
from opening ceremonies with the National Anthem to singing on the main stage 
for International Youth Groups.

In 2024, Cassia will be releasing two EPs, 12 Singles and performing to a variety of 
audiences on both the east & west coasts.
Hear more of her music at: https://www.cassiadawn.com

BRIEF BIO OR INTRODUCTION 
Cassia Dawn, a native of the Pacific Northwest, is currently residing in Nashville, 
TN. As an indie singer/ songwriter, she performs a blend of indie folk, light rock 
and blue-eyed soul.  Performance-wise, Cassia Dawn has played at various venues 
in Hollywood CA, Austin TX, and Portland OR at private engagements, weddings, 
colleges and festivals. In 2024, she is set to release 12 new songs growing her 
social media following and performances on both coasts.

https://www.cassiadawn.com/

